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HIGH-ENERGY MAGNETIC 
MONOPOLE SEQUESTERED BY 

US GOVERNMENT
by James D. Fauble © 2004

A Veil of Suppression

This world is a dangerous and difficult
place to navigate through and still
hope to find a safe and happy place.

Because I have known of too many others
who have already died in this common
quest of ours, I can no longer allow myself
the luxury of remaining silent on this issue.

I'm fully aware that I am putting my very
life in mortal danger by revealing what I do
in this message, but I refuse to fade away
quietly without at least offering this
information to fellow comrades who
are active in this quest for new energy
solutions.

I believe we must view those who
have continued to hinder all  true
progress and murder our friends, fami-
ly members and colleagues to be our
true enemies!  I also believe that it has
now come to the point where it is now
crucial to our very existence that the
tyranny end now before it is allowed to
progress to the next level!

Since the most recent murder of one
of our most beloved and respected
comrades, Dr Eugene Mallove, on 14
May 2004, and also due to my own current
situation, I have decided it is due time that
I disclose information that I have been
forced to keep to myself for nearly 30 years
when I first received direct threats to my
life and the lives of my loved ones.  Being
that I love my children and have taken
these threats to harm my family very seri-
ously, I hope it will be understood why I
have waited so long to speak out on this
subject.

It should be quite obvious by now to
anyone who has done their homework that
there have been and still remain powers
which have been put in place solely for the
purpose of hindering any real knowledge
and/or progress in the areas of new energy
technologies, and all for reasons of their
personal greed, power and control.  

I do not want to have to be the one to

burst people's bubbles, but I believe very
strongly that there are those within this new
energy movement who are not who they've
made themselves out to be; I have seen
very good evidence to believe this.  

Also, I have met with a number of retired
and/or resigned CIA operatives at their
requests, who have been aware of and sym-
pathetic to my situation and also have been
threatened by their co-workers and by oth-
ers in charge and behind this shadowy veil
of secrecy.  Some of these people said to
me that they have suffered the loss of sev-
eral of their own family members who
were murdered because of their beliefs that
free-energy technologies must be allowed

to be disclosed to the public and because
they refused to be silent on the issue.  

You all need to know that the thugs
behind these operations would like nothing
more than to witness the demise of anyone
and everyone actively promoting new
energy technologies, although they usually
reserve such drastic measures only for
those who actually possess genuine
technologies which would threaten their
power structure.  

I would also like to make it clear that
there are dozens of people who know of
what I have personally gone through and
have known me for many, many years.  A
good percentage of these people can and
will vouch for my character and also for
the truth of these statements.  Some have
even been witness to the same sort of US
government/military harassment that I have

been subjected to.  I would also like to add
that I am willing to swear under oath and
before Congress as to the truth and accura-
cy of these claims and statements.
However, only God's protection can guar-
antee that I would be there to do so, if that
time should ever come.  

High-Energy Magnetic Monopole
Materials:  The Evidence

I have decided that I, for one, will no
longer live under the fear of these people,
and so I am now offering to my fellow
comrades news of the existence of certain
materials that are thought impossible to
exist, but which in fact d o exist.  The

materials to which I am referring are
high-energy magnetic monopole
materials with resistive forces of at
least 10 to 20 tons per square metre x
1/4-inch thickness.  

Please consider closely what I am
about to tell you.  I have seen the
physical and documented proof and
also the formulas to prove this.  There
was no mistake!  I had to read through
all of the information a half- dozen
times before I could believe this
myself, but I now know without any
shadow of doubt whatsoever that these
are the facts.  

Thirty years ago, in the late spring
of 1979, I delivered this information in per-
son to the Energy Commissioner of the
State of Minnesota.  The Commissioner at
that time held a PhD in physics, was a
nuclear engineer and was the head of the
Department of Energy in Minnesota, at
least until mid-1979.  

He did not believe these claims either, at
first, until I presented the documentation
and formulas which had all been formally
published in great detail by Polydorf.  He,
too, had to read through this information
several times just to make sure there was
no mistake as to what he was seeing.  

Again, there was no mistake.  Also, there
were witnesses present who will testify to
the truth and accuracy of these events.
Along with these publications was the
name and the location of the company that
manufactured these materials at that time.
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I was told that if I were ever
to mention anything to anyone

about anything of what had
occurred, I would be made to
disappear permanently and
they might just do the same 

to my loved ones for 
good measure. 



High-Torque Applications
I had also presented to the Commissioner

my design for a new device which would
measure approximately the same size as a
standard-size can of oil and which, accord-
ing to our calculations, would deliver a
minimum torque ratio of between 1,500
and 2,000 ft lbs.  

The Commissioner agreed that, indeed,
according to everything he was looking, at
and taking in mind the current laws of
physics, there was no way that this device
could not work.  

Top-Secret Materials
After reporting to the Commissioner and

showing him the proof of the existence of
these materials, the Commissioner
promptly called this company on the
telephone to place an order for the
materials needed to build this device.  At
first the foreman of the manufacturing
plant adamantly denied that such materials
existed—except perhaps on the Moon or
Mars, as he jokingly put it.  

After the Commissioner clarified to the
foreman as to whom he was speaking and
threatened to file a lawsuit against both him
and his company from the State of
Minnesota, the foreman immediately apol-
ogised and admitted that they did indeed
make those materials there and agreed to
place the requested order.  The foreman,
however, wanted to know how the
Commissioner had acquired such informa-
tion, because apparently it was supposed to
be classified under the highest top-secret
classification.  The Commissioner quickly
told the foreman my name and where I was
employed, which at that time was at the
RAND Corporation at a certain Department
of Defense headquarters location.  

My Life Is Threatened
By that time, I had begun to realise that I

had unknowingly stumbled into a very dan-
gerous area.  It was later that I learned I
had apparently checked out a book in
which a temp worker, who had been called
to fill in for the usual full-time librarian,
had accidentally misplaced this highly sen-
sitive information and, instead of placing it
in the proper vault, had filed it in the unre-
stricted area of the company's research
library—where I happened to find it while
researching high-energy magnetic materials
for my invention.  

The very next morning following that
meeting with the Energy Commissioner, I
was visited by several armed military

police who were waiting for me as I
reported for work.  As my boss stood
directly behind these MPs, direct threats
were made to my life and also the lives of
my loved ones.  I was told that if I were
e v e r to mention anything to anyone about
anything of what had occurred, I would be
made to disappear permanently and they
might just do the same to my loved ones
for good measure.  Those are the exact
word they used.  

From that point on, I was never able to
contact the Commissioner again, and it
appears that he had been replaced by a
female counterpart.  My phones and my
family's and friends' phones were also
tapped from that point on and for quite
some time thereafter.  

Also, the very next day, a very large
white unmarked military helicopter began
to make regular daily visits to my home at
exactly 12.00 noon every day and would
hover no more then 50 to 75 feet above my
house.  Side doors would open and various
IF and UV cameras, etc. were wheeled up
to openly take pictures and to intimidate
myself, my friends and my neighbours.
This continued for several months on end.
My friends and neighbours were afraid to
associate with me in any way from that
time on.  So, in case you're wondering, yes,
there are many witnesses!  

Often there would be men stationed on
my street with telephoto
lenses aimed at my home
and family members as
we would come and go.
I have also had my home
broken into on numerous
occasions; the only
things which were ever
taken were my
inventions and
associated documents.  

Since then I have
watched as many others
announced various
inventions which have
been claimed to provide
free, clean energy, while
my life has basically
been systematically
destroyed.  

In fact, just a couple of
months after my meeting
with the Minnesota State
Energy Commission, a
good friend handed me
the Spring 1980 issue of
Science and Mechanics

Illustrated, on the front cover of which was
pictured Mr Howard Johnson's permanent
magnet motor/generator.  The design was
nearly identical to one of mine.
Coincidence?  Only God knows for sure.

Let's Develop This Technology 
To make a long story short, I have lost

my wife and my home (which I had just
finished paying the mortgage on), all of my
possessions and my health.  I now have
absolutely no fear whatsoever of dying, and
I no longer care much about what the
government/military clones want to
threaten me with anymore.  

So I have chosen to disclose this infor-
mation, which I believe could help in the
development of permanent magnet
motor/generator technologies as well as
other technologies.  

It's now close to 30 years since that origi-
nal incident, and I'm very sure that
improvements have since been made to
those materials that were so important to be
kept secret that people were considered of
lesser value.  

I have since attempted to find
information about these materials on the
Internet, but, as to be expected, the closest
thing resembling such materials are
referred to as "high-energy Dirac
monopoles".  Claims that there has been
ongoing work into research in this area are
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purely bogus and obviously designed to
discourage the curious.  Contrary to those
claims, these materials have actually been
in existence for at least 30 years, despite
the denials of the patent offices and
manufacturers.  

The company that was manufacturing
them at the time of my meeting with the
Energy Commissioner is Permag Central
Corp., located in Illinois.  You may have
heard of them; they are one of the world's
largest manufacturers of high-energy per-
manent magnets.  The name of the foreman
was Jim Foy; he has long since left the
company for reasons which would be per-
fectly understandable to me.  

Permag Central Corp. will undoubtedly
deny that they have ever manufactured
these materials and will also deny that they
even know of the existence of such
materials—but they do know about them,
and at least they did make them there in
1979.  

Also, I now believe I may have figured
out how to produce such materials, or at
least how the process might be done.  It is
not my wish to place anyone in danger by
offering this information, and I would not
normally give out anything of this sensitive
nature, but I believe that it has now become
necessary for someone who is still living to
disclose this information for the benefit of
the many.  

These materials are undoubtedly used for
military applications, and [the government/
military clones] have been more than
prepared to murder anyone in order to keep

them a secret.  If, however, a private group
were to "rediscover" the process of making
such materials, I believe this information
could then become public knowledge and
thereby open up numerous possibilities
within the scientific and technological
communities.  

I would also like to add that I have seen
evidence that some of these high-energy
monopole materials may possess properties
of invisibility.  I understand how this might
sound, but try looking up "high-energy
Dirac monopoles".  I've done some Google
searches on the Internet and have found
some information on Dirac monopole
materials that confirms this possibility.  

Nevertheless, it is necessary that others
know of the existence of these materials
because of the many implications for
advancements in new energy technologies.
Also, there are likely to be other applica-
tions associated with these types of materi-
als that could greatly benefit mankind.  

It's kind of ironic, after all the Top Secret
and Above Top Secret technologies I've
seen and the projects I've been involved
with, that this would be the thing they
would worry about the most.  I guess
money really means a lot more than any-
thing else to these people.  

Anyway, I also believe that this nonsense
has gone on far too long and that it is time
for all of us to move ahead swiftly before it
is too late for all of mankind.  My initial
intention was to give something to my fel-
low man and at the same time stick it to
"The Man", if you will.  

It should be obvious
why I've chosen to
remain anonymous for so
long.  I have simply
come to the conclusion
that if it is necessary that
I have to sacrifice the
remainder of my life for
the betterment of
mankind, then it is well
worth the price—and, in
fact, would even be wel-
come at this point.  At
least I will have played a
part in some small way,
and something of my life
might have been salvaged
to help someone.  So I
encourage you to share
this information with
anyone who will listen.  

Dr Eugene Mallove
was one of the best and

brightest in his field and he was loved by
many.  I believe that, at the least, we owe it
to Eugene to continue the fight for the full
disclosure of these technologies—hard
enough as it is to get any alternative tech-
nologies developed in today's world.  

Also, it would be wise to remember that
any one of you who is currently active in
the pursuit of free energy or new energy
technologies and is on the right track could
be in danger of being the next target.  But
our best defence is in our numbers, and this
is now the one thing in our favour.  There
are now far too many of us for them to
even hope to be able to deal with by
making us disappear.  

I will continue to help others as best I
can in their projects, as long as I am still
able to talk or type on this keyboard.  There
are many of you out there now who are on
the right track, and my prayers are with you
all—regardless of how you are received by
others within the free energy network.  A
good number of you are far brighter than I
was when I started my research, and so I
am confident, if time will still allow, that
something will be brought to the market
within a couple of years.  

I don't know what, if any, results may
occur by getting this off my chest, but I
believe I must do this at this time for many
reasons—some will be obvious, others I do
not want to discuss at this point.

God bless you and keep you all.
James D. Fauble ∞
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Editor's Note:
To contact James D. Fauble, email him at

JDEnterprizes@mailblocks.com.  His story
was originally posted at  the webpage
h t t p : / / p e s n . c o m / 2 0 0 4 / 0 6 / 0 5 /
HighEnergyMagneticMonopole/.  It was
also posted by PR Web on 8 June 2004 at
h t t p : / / w w w . e m e d i a w i r e . c o m /
releases/2004/6/prweb131743.php.  

For further information, visit the Pure
Energy Systems (PES) websi te at
http://pureenergysystems.com/; also, go to
the link to the Ion Source Beam Projector
open source project on the lower half of the
PES main page.  
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“Where do you switch it on?”




